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Abstract18

Observations of the nighttime thermospheric wind from two ground-based Fabry-19

Perot Interferometers are compared to the level 2.1 and 2.2 data products from the Michel-20

son Interferometer Global High-resolution Thermospheric Imaging (MIGHTI) onboard21

NASA’s Ionospheric Connection Explorer (ICON) to assess and validate the method-22

ology used to generate measurements of neutral thermospheric winds observed by MIGHTI.23

We find generally good agreement between observations approximately coincident in space24

and time with mean differences less than 11 m/s in magnitude and standard deviations25

of about 20-35 m/s. These results indicate that the independent calculations of the zero-26

wind reference used by the different instruments do not contain strong systematic or phys-27

ical biases, even though the observations were acquired during solar minimum conditions28

when the measured airglow intensity is weak. We argue that the slight differences in the29

estimated wind quantities between the two instrument types can be attributed to gra-30

dients in the airglow and thermospheric wind fields and the differing viewing geometries31

used by the instruments.32

Plain Language Summary33

This study presents a validation of observations made by two different types of in-34

struments used to measure nighttime thermospheric neutral winds. These winds repre-35

sent the motion of neutral particles in the thermosphere and studying their properties36

is critical to gaining a complete understanding of the dynamics of the Earth’s upper at-37

mosphere. We use observations made by two ground-based Fabry-Perot interferometers38

to validate measurements from the Michelson Interferometer for Global High-resolution39

Thermospheric Imaging (MIGHTI) onboard NASA’s recently-launched Ionospheric Con-40

nection Explorer (ICON) satellite. After identifying observations from the different in-41

struments that are coincident in space and time, we show that the measurements are sta-42

tistically highly correlated, thereby successfully validating the MIGHTI thermospheric43

wind observations.44

1 Introduction45

Thermospheric neutral winds play a key role in determining the state and evolu-46

tion of Earth’s upper atmosphere. Their interplay with the ionosphere through plasma47
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transport and generation of polarization electric fields set up the diurnal electrodynam-48

ics in this region. They push the plasma along the Earth’s magnetic field lines, strongly49

affecting the altitude distribution of plasma density (particularly at midlatitudes) and50

also the amount of ionization by moving the plasma to regions with different recombi-51

nation rates (Rishbeth & Garriot, 1969; Rishbeth, 1972). Thus, their accurate global mon-52

itoring and specification is important for a better understanding of the state of our near-53

space environment.54

Several studies have led to a good understanding of the climatological features of55

the solar-quiet upper thermospheric wind circulation. Winds are mainly driven by hor-56

izontal pressure gradients imposed by the diurnal bulge, generated by the absorption of57

extreme ultra violet radiation and regulated by the ion-drag force exerted mostly by neutral-58

ion collisions (Rishbeth & Garriot, 1969; Kelley, 2009). This circulation can be severely59

affected by geomagnetic activity as well as by forcing coming from lower altitude regions60

of the atmosphere.61

During periods of strong geomagnetic activity, the wind circulation can be affected62

by global and long-lasting disturbance winds generated primarily by the action of Joule63

heating at high latitudes (e.g., Richmond & Matsushita, 1975; Richmond, 1979). More64

recently, Xiong et al. (2015) investigated the global features of the thermospheric dis-65

turbance winds and found that they are westward and strongest at nighttime with stronger66

magnitudes for higher latitudes. At midlatitudes, these disturbances can reach westward67

magnitudes of about 150 m/s early in the night, and reach largest equatorward magni-68

tudes in the postmidnight sector (Fejer et al., 2002). Moreover, Navarro and Fejer (2019)69

and Navarro and Fejer (2020) found large nighttime wind disturbances around midnight70

that lasted for about two nights in the equatorial region.71

Similarly, other sources like gravity waves coming from lower regions of the atmo-72

sphere with large temporal and horizontal scales can impose significant spatial and tem-73

poral variability in the thermosphere. The gravity wave activity interacts with the back-74

ground wind at lower altitudes and plays an important role in the dissipation, momen-75

tum deposition and net heating/cooling in the thermosphere (e.g., Richmond, 1978; Vadas76

& Fritts, 2004; Vadas, 2007; Lu et al., 2009). Forbes et al. (2016) used mass densities77

and winds at thermospheric altitudes derived from accelerometer measurements on the78

Gravity Field and Ocean Circulation Earth Explorer (GOCE) satellite to study the global79
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morphology of horizontal structures between 128 km and 640 km, which are assumed to80

mainly reflect the presence of gravity waves.81

Despite the comprehensive understanding of the effects of these sources on the ther-82

mosphere, there are fundamental questions regarding the role of the different compet-83

ing sources over the thermospheric winds, in particular for the ones coming from below84

during low solar flux activity periods (Immel et al., 2017; Xiong et al., 2019) and for ther-85

mospheric weather (Harding et al., 2019).86

Thermospheric winds have been generally measured remotely by passive optical in-87

strumentation. These instruments measure the Doppler shift and broadening of the spec-88

tra of various faint and naturally occurring emission lines known as airglow, resulting89

from different chemical reactions occurring in the thermosphere. One of the most used90

instrument types to make these measurements are optical spectrometers and, in partic-91

ular, the Fabry-Perot interferometer (FPI; e.g., Hernandez & Roble, 1979; Biondi et al.,92

1999; Shiokawa et al., 2003; Meriwether, 2006; Brum et al., 2012; Meriwether et al., 2013;93

Kaab et al., 2017). FPIs have proved to be efficient for such observations and have be-94

come somewhat portable and easier to operate in recent years (Makela et al., 2009, 2013),95

allowing for the development of several ground-based networks used to make wider-scale96

measurements (Makela et al., 2012; Meriwether, 2006). However, there are currently not97

enough FPIs deployed to provide global coverage of the thermospheric winds. Further-98

more, since these FPIs are ground-based instruments, they are generally confined to mea-99

sure during the nighttime period only, observe the integrated signal along specific line-100

of-sights, and can be strongly affected by atmospheric scattering (Harding, Makela, Qin,101

et al., 2017).102

On the other hand, optical instrumentation on satellites are able to overcome these103

limitations and to provide altitudinal, longitudinal, and latitudinal measurements of the104

thermospheric winds. This was the case, for example, for the Wind Imaging Interferom-105

eter (WINDII) onboard the Upper Atmosphere Research Satellite (UARS) which em-106

ployed a limb-scanning Michelson interferometer (Shepherd et al., 1993). The observa-107

tions from this instrument were validated against and compared to different Michelson,108

Fabry-Perot interferometers, and radars (Gault et al., 1996; Lathuillère et al., 1997; Duboin,109

1997). The comparisons were generally good, in some cases agreeing to within 10 m/s,110

with some of the differences attributed to gravity wave activity at different seasons and111
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to differences in the observing geometries of the instruments (Shepherd et al., 2012). Con-112

certed effort was made to resolve these disagreements and the data served to improve113

the most widely used empirical wind model (Drob et al., 2008; Emmert et al., 2008).114

More recently, the Michelson Interferometer for Global High-resolution Thermo-115

spheric Imaging (MIGHTI) onboard NASA’s Ionospheric Connection Explorer (ICON)116

(Immel et al., 2017) used the Doppler Asymmetric Spatial Heterodyne (DASH) technique117

to measure thermospheric neutral winds. This technique is an improvement over the Michel-118

son interferometer used in WINDII which needed moving interferometric parts. MIGHTI119

is able to take interferogram samples measured simultaneously for different emission lines120

(Englert et al., 2015, 2017) across a range of altitudes.121

The DASH technique was previously compared to the FPI measurement technique122

by Englert et al. (2012), who compared collocated ground-based neutral wind measure-123

ments derived from the Redline DASH Demonstration Instrument to those from an FPI124

at Pisgah Astronomical Research Institute, South Carolina (35N, 83W). They found gen-125

erally good agreement between both techniques.126

This paper presents the first comparison of the ICON-MIGHTI neutral wind mea-127

surements with ground-based Fabry-Perot interferometers at midlatitudes. It serves as128

a cross-validation of the two measurement techniques and demonstrates that the MIGHTI129

wind measurements can be employed to study the global distribution of thermospheric130

neutral winds. Section 2 describes the instrumentation and data processing used for this131

comparison and describes each of the observing geometries as well as the methodology132

used to compare the coincident data. Section 3 presents the results of the direct com-133

parisons between measurements of nighttime thermospheric neutral winds made by the134

two instruments. Finally, Sections 4 summarizes the main results presented on this work.135

2 Instrumentation and Methodology136

In this study, we use nighttime thermospheric neutral winds derived from obser-137

vations by two ground-based Fabry-Perot interferometers (FPIs) and from the Michel-138

son Interferometer for Global High-resolution Thermospheric Imaging (MIGHTI; Englert139

et al., 2017) on the National Aeronautics and Space Administration’s Ionospheric Con-140

nection Explorer (ICON; Immel et al., 2017) satellite to asses the accuracy of the esti-141

mates from these two different observing techniques and platforms.142
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These instruments observe the Doppler shifted spectra of the 630-nm oxygen emis-143

sion line to estimate the bulk motion of the thermalized oxygen atoms in the thermo-144

sphere along specific line-of-sight directions. The source of these emissions is attributed145

to the forbidden transitions from the metastable states 1D of excited oxygen atoms, and146

the mechanism of the excitation of these atoms is related to the dissociative recombi-147

nation of the O+
2 to yield O+ and O(1D) (Bates, 1982; Link & Cogger, 1988).148

These two instrument types use different interferometric principles and observing149

geometries giving rise to specific assumptions in the analysis of their observations. Thus,150

a cross comparison of the resultant neutral wind estimates is useful in examining the ro-151

bustness of each measurement technique.152

In this section, we briefly describe the two measurement techniques as well as the153

procedure that builds the data set of the MIGHTI and FPI measurements used for this154

comparative analysis. The estimates from both instruments are compared in both the155

MIGHTI line-of-sight frame of reference and the cardinal direction frame of reference.156

In order to properly compare these data sets, we define coincidence metrics to only use157

FPI and MIGHTI measurements that correspond to approximately the same location158

at the same time.159

2.1 MIGHTI Instrumentation160

The MIGHTI instrument employs two separate Michelson interferometers, referred161

to as MIGHTI-A and MIGHTI-B, to observe the airglow along two orthogonal fields of162

view, or line-of-sight pointing directions, nominally pointing 45◦ and 135◦ in azimuth163

from the spacecraft velocity vector. Each interferometer acquires a two-dimensional im-164

age in which each pixel relates to a coordinate in tangent altitude vs. optical path dis-165

tance space which can be related to the altitudinal distribution of wind velocity (Harding,166

Makela, Englert, et al., 2017). Each MIGHTI interferometer makes observations of both167

the red- and green-line oxygen emissions during both day and night. In this study, we168

limit ourselves to studying the results from the red-line emission at night. Several ar-169

tifact corrections, like using two on-board calibration lamps to monitor thermal drifts170

in the interferometric phase shifts, are applied to these images as part of the generation171

of MIGHTI level 1 data products. The retrieval of line-of-sight winds is dependent on172

the Doppler reference corresponding to the rest wavelength of the emission, that is the173
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wavelength of the emission under zero Doppler shift, generally referred as zero-wind phase174

reference.175

These line-of-sight estimates are representative of the thermospheric winds at the176

tangent altitude and are referred to as MIGHTI level 2.1 data product. The geometry177

of the interferometers onboard ICON allows MIGHTI to look along at the same volume178

every ∼8 minutes along the satellite track from orthogonal directions. This allows for179

the determination of the horizontal wind vector in the zonal (eastward) and meridional180

(northward) frame of reference. These data, derived from both MIGHTI-A and MIGHTI-181

B level 2.1 data products are referred to as the MIGHTI level 2.2 data product.182

For this study, we used version 3.0 of the MIGHTI levels 2.1 and 2.2 data prod-183

ucts of the nighttime red-line thermospheric winds. They have an altitude sampling of184

10 km and a temporal sampling cadence of 60 seconds. For this data product’s version,185

the zero wind phase has been determined by comparing a 60-day average of MIGHTI186

data to a 60-day average of the empirical Horizontal Wind Model 2014 (HWM14; Drob187

et al., 2015), which is a fit to decades of previous wind measurements. To determine the188

zero-wind reference, at each time and location of a MIGHTI measurement, the MIGHTI189

measurement is simulated by integrating HWM14 along the line of sight, weighted by190

the observed volume emission rate as determined by the measured fringe amplitude pro-191

file. The 60-day-average difference between the measured and simulated phases is taken192

as the zero wind phase. This is done separately for each sensor (A and B), for each color193

(red and green), for each mode (day and night), and for each row (i.e., each altitude).194

This approach to determining the zero wind phase is analogous to the approach taken195

for the UARS/HRDI instrument (Hays & HRDI Science Team, 1992), which assumed196

that a long-term average of the meridional wind is zero. Although the long-term aver-197

age altitude profile is constrained to match HWM14 in this initial MIGHTI data release,198

measured variations in time, latitude, longitude, and from day to day are retained us-199

ing this approach.200

Future data releases will leverage ICON’s unique zero wind maneuver to determine201

an independent zero wind phase. These maneuvers consist of observing along the same202

volume from opposite directions, along the ram and wake side of the spacecraft veloc-203

ity, within a short period of time. The interferometric images along these projections are204
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used to get an estimation of the zero-wind phase as both observations should add up to205

zero. This maneuver is performed once a month (Harding, Makela, Englert, et al., 2017).206

2.2 FPI Instrumentation207

The ground-based wind measurements used in this study were derived from the FPIs208

located at the Oukaimeden Observatory near Marrakesh, Morocco (MOR; geographic209

coordinates: 31.21◦ N, 7.87◦ W) and at Urbana, Illinois (UAO; geographic coordinates:210

40.17◦ N, 88.16◦W ). These instruments observe the airglow along specific lines-of-sight211

by using a dual-axis mirror system to cycle observations through the four cardinal di-212

rections (at an elevation angle of 45◦), the zenith look direction, and a calibration mea-213

surement of a frequency-stabilized HeNe laser. More details on the instrumentation can214

be found in Makela et al. (2009).215

Observations of the frequency-stabilized laser are used to monitor the thermal drifts216

and optical aberrations present in the observed spectra caused by the optical system. The217

instrument parameters estimated by observing the laser are later used to analyze the im-218

ages taken of the sky. The laser and zenith images are also combined to estimate a ref-219

erence Doppler velocity to finally calculate an estimate of the line-of-sight thermospheric220

winds. In short, observations of the frequency-stabilized laser are used to monitor the221

effects of any temporal changes in the FPI on the observed Doppler shift. This is then222

translated to the observations of the sky by assuming that the average vertical wind ob-223

served looking towards zenith over the course of the night is zero. This process estab-224

lishes a zero-reference Doppler velocity from which absolute estimates of the horizontal225

winds can be obtained. More details on this procedure are found in Makela et al. (2011)226

and Harding et al. (2014). From the line-of-sight estimates, a full horizontal wind vec-227

tor in the zonal (eastward) and meridional (nothward) frame of reference is calculated228

following Makela et al. (2012).229

Other considerations like less favorable viewing conditions caused by cloud cover230

were taken into account in the data processing. These conditions were monitored using231

sky temperature measurements from a Boltwood Cloudsensor II system. Moreover, es-232

timates with abnormally large magnitudes (≥ 200 m/s) or large uncertainties (≥ 50233

m/s) were removed from consideration. The measurements were made using an observ-234

ing elevation angle of 45◦ and thus are representative of the wind 250 km away from the235
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instrument geographic location (assuming an emission altitude of 250 km) in the cor-236

responding cardinal direction.237

2.3 Data Coincidence238

For the FPI and MIGHTI data sets to be compared, the measurements derived by239

both instruments must correspond to approximately coincident locations at about the240

same time. Figure 1 shows the instruments’ viewing geometries under which these con-241

ditions are achieved. In this figure, the mth MIGHTI line-of-sight (LOS) is shown as a242

dashed line and the tangential point of this line and the corresponding nth atmospheric243

emission layer are shown as black dots. As indicated before, MIGHTI level 2.1 data prod-244

uct, or LOS wind estimates, are representative of the projection of the thermospheric245

winds along this LOS at the tangential point. Similarly, the FPI LOS is shown as a solid246

line from the FPI location on the ground. Its corresponding LOS observation is repre-247

sentative of the thermospheric wind along this LOS at the peak emission height.248

Figure 1: Viewing geometry of MIGHTI and FPI observations.

Figure 1 shows that the LOS wind measurements from both instruments are in-249

tegrated observations along long paths through the atmosphere. These measurements250

are, essentially, Volume Emission Rate (VER) weighted averages of the winds along the251
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corresponding LOS. The VER profile used here is obtained from the MIGHTI products.252

It is the inverted fringe amplitude, modified by a factor to account for the fringe visi-253

bility reduction due to atmospheric temperature. Atmospheric temperature is obtained254

from MSIS. Although the MIGHTI VER product is not absolutely calibrated, absolute255

calibration is not required for the analysis used here. Note that some of the effects of256

VER variations along the LOS are considered in the Abel-like inversion process that takes257

into account contributions from many different symmetric layers of Earth’s atmosphere258

as part of the generation of the MIGHTI level 2.1 data product. However, due to the259

differing viewing geometries, comparisons from the two instruments should not exactly260

match even when they are pointed to about the same common volume due to the dif-261

fering gradients in the VER and wind fields.262

In order to best compare the altitude-resolved MIGHTI observations to the altitude-263

integrated FPI ones, the MIGHTI altitude profile must be integrated in altitude taking264

into account the VER at each altitude. This is accomplished using the normalized VER,265

E(z) as weights. It is calculated from the VER, e(z), at each altitude, z, and the total266

VER in altitude:267

E(z) =
e(z)∫

z
e(z)dz

(1)

Thus, the height-integrated MIGHTI wind estimate, Vint, is calculated by,268

Vint =

∫
z

V (z)E(z)dz (2)

Then, Vint is ascribed at the tangent location of the peak altitude of the MIGHTI VER269

profile. This procedure avoids the common assumption that FPI winds can be attributed270

to a specific altitude (e.g., 250 km) and ensures a more accurate comparison between ground-271

based and space-based winds.272

This calculation is made for both MIGHTI level 2.1 and 2.2 data products for com-273

parisons to FPI-derived horizontal winds. For the level 2.2 data products, the MIGHTI274

and FPI winds are in the same reference frame (zonal/meridional winds). However, for275

the level 2.1 comparisons we need to calculate the projection of the FPI wind vector es-276

timate along the MIGHTI line-of-sight direction. This is performed using the following277

operation:278
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VLOS = UFPIsin(θ) + VFPIcos(θ) (3)

where VLOS is the FPI wind estimate along the MIGHTI-A/B look direction, UFPI and279

VFPI are the zonal and meridional winds measured by the FPI, respectively, and θ is the280

azimuth angle of the LOS of the MIGHTI-A/B look direction, at the tangent location,281

measured in degrees east of north. Note that VLOS is calculated from UFPI and VFPI282

which are acquired sequentially looking in different directions from the FPI, and are thus283

separated by ∼ 350 km in space. Thus, in the calculation of VLOS there is an inherent284

assumption about the uniformity of the wind field in space and time over ∼ 350 km and285

several minutes.286

In this study, the criteria employed to determine data coincidence is a MIGHTI mea-287

surement within 500 km spatially and 30 minutes temporally of an FPI measurement.288

For comparisons of level 2.1 data products (line-of-sight), we define the FPI measure-289

ment to be at the location of the FPI instrument, due to the spatially averaged FPI hor-290

izontal winds required to compute VLOS . For comparisons to level 2.2, the FPI measure-291

ment location is defined as the 250-km pierce point of a given cardinal look direction.292

Only coincidences that have a MIGHTI quality flag of 1, indicating “good” data qual-293

ity, and FPI data that passes the quality constraints described in Section 2.2 are con-294

sidered. For multiple coincident data points within our criteria for a single satellite pass,295

we choose the closest in time.296

Figures 2a and 2b show examples of coincidences for level 2.1 and 2.2 data prod-297

ucts, respectively, that matches our spatial and temporal coincidence criteria. These ex-298

amples are for the UAO FPI location and show the corresponding observational paths299

(dashed lines) and tangential locations (‘x’ marks) of MIGHTI wind estimates on con-300

secutive ICON orbits on 1 January 2020.301
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(a) (b)

Figure 2: Example coincident measurements between FPI observations and (a) MIGHTI

level 2.1 data products and (b) MIGHTI level 2.2 data product made over Urbana, Illinois

on 2 January 2020. The dashed lines represent MIGHTI observational paths on consec-

utive ICON orbits. The ‘x’ markers represent MIGHTI observations that are deemed

coincident with FPI observations. Small solid circles represent the 250-km altitude pierce

point of the FPI observations in the cardinal directions while the larger circles represent

the 500-km radius in which a MIGHTI observation must fall to be considered coincident

with an FPI measurement. In (b), the circles are color-coded based on the individual

cardinal look directions. Similarly, the ‘x’ markers are coded by color, with black ‘x’s

denoting when a level 2.2 observation is coincident with multiple FPI look directions.

Figure 2a shows the coincidence MIGHTI geographic locations for the level 2.1 prod-302

uct comparison and uses the FPI geographic location to define the 500-km circular re-303

gion to define our spatial coincidence threshold. Figure 2b shows the corresponding MIGHTI304

locations for the level 2.2 comparison and, therefore, uses several circular regions to de-305

fine our spatial coincidence threshold for each FPI look direction. Note, that in the level306

2.2 comparisons, each MIGHTI observation point has both components of the horizon-307

tal vector wind. As a result, MIGHTI measurement’s the lie within the intersection of,308
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for example, the south and west FPI look directions can be independently compared to309

FPI meridional and zonal wind measurements.310

To illustrate the comparison methodology using the VER-weighted, height-integrated311

MIGHTI winds to the FPI winds, Figure 3 shows the data coincidence comparisons for312

each level of MIGHTI data products using MOR FPI winds and two altitude profiles of313

MIGHTI winds. Each figure shows the MIGHTI altitude profile (blue line), the VER-314

weighted, height-integrated MIGHTI winds (orange vertical line, calculated using Equa-315

tion 2), and the coincident FPI wind estimates. The orange and blue shadings of the height-316

integrated and of the altitude profile of MIGHTI winds correspond to standard devia-317

tions of the observations. Note that the FPI wind estimates are placed at the observed318

peak altitude of the VER altitude profile which is also shown on each figure and marked319

with a horizontal line. The red portion of the VER altitude profile indicates altitudes320

where the MIGHTI analysis has indicated that the data quality is ‘good’ while the black321

portion represents the portion of VER profile with ‘caution’ or ‘bad’ data quality. Only322

‘good’ quality observations are used in our analysis. Each of the FPI wind estimates also323

shows the temporal criteria i.e., the time difference in seconds between the MIGHTI and324

FPI observations.325
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(a) (b)

(c) (d)

Figure 3: Example vertical altitude profiles of (a) level 2.1 MIGHTI-A, (b) level 2.1

MIGHTI-B, (c) level 2.2 zonal wind, and (d) level 2.2 meridional wind comparisons to

FPI measurements made from the Morocco observation site on 15 January 2020. Coinci-

dent FPI measurements are displayed as points located at the altitude of peak VER with

the difference in time between MIGHTI and FPI measurements given in the legend. For

(a) and (b), the closest FPI measurements are rotated onto the MIGHTI-A/B line of sight

using Equation 3. Only the measurements closest in time are utilized in the statistical

analysis presented here.

3 Results326

Using the methodology described above, we have compared thermospheric neutral327

wind measurements made by ground-based FPIs located at the Oukaimeden Observa-328

tory near Marrakesh, Morocco (MOR; geographic coordinates: 31.206◦ N, 7.866◦ W) and329

Urbana, Illinois (UAO; geographic coordinates: 40.167◦ N, 88.159◦W ) and MIGHTI level330

2.1 and 2.2 data products. All coincident measurements, as defined in Section 2.3, over331
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the period of 1 January 2020 through 31 May 2020 have been considered. Due to the332

orbit design of the ICON satellite and local observing conditions at the observatories,333

we do not get a usable coincidence for a given FPI site on every night.334

In the sections below, we present the results of the comparison between the ther-335

mospheric neutral winds made by the FPIs and MIGHTI. These results are separately336

presented for comparisons to the MIGHTI level 2.1 and 2.2 data products. Due to the337

implementation of the VER-weighted wind calculation for MIGHTI measurements, the338

existence of altitude gradients in horizontal wind velocities, and a difference in space and339

time between MIGHTI and FPI observations, the comparisons between the FPI and MIGHTI340

data sets are not expected to yield an exact 1:1 match. We take a statistical approach341

to analyze the two data sets, characterizing the comparison by the average and the stan-342

dard deviation of the difference between the FPI and MIGHTI wind measurements, as343

well as their Pearson correlation coefficient. If the average difference between data sets344

is within one standard deviation of the ideal difference of 0 then the data sets can be de-345

termined to be statistically similar. The level 2.1 and level 2.2 data comparisons are given346

in subsections 3.1 and 3.2 respectively.347

3.1 Level 2.1 Data Comparison348

All level 2.1 MIGHTI-A and MIGHTI-B coincidences with the UAO FPI measure-349

ments that satisfy the criteria are utilized, processed as described above, and presented350

in Figure 4. 31 (26) comparisons with MIGHTI-A (MIGHTI-B) are presented. Uncer-351

tainties for both measurements are shown using errorbars, although we note that because352

the MIGHTI measurements are made averaging together multiple measurements with353

relatively small individual uncertainties, the statistical uncertainties of the weighted av-354

erage are typically too small to be seen in this display. In addition, the MIGHTI uncer-355

tainties account for statistical error only, and do not include systematic errors from cal-356

ibrations or zero-wind errors. The diagonal line indicates the line of perfect agreement.357

Deviations from this line indicate differences in the measured thermospheric winds from358

the two instruments measured at nearly the same time and location. As mentioned above,359

we do not expect perfect agreement. However, the fact that over the five months of data360

presented here the general trend follows this line is very encouraging and indicates that361

MIGHTI is operating as expected.362
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(a) (b)

Figure 4: Comparison between thermospheric wind measurements made by the FPI at

Urbana and MIGHTI along the (a) MIGHTI-A line-of-sight and (b) MIGHTI-B line-of-

sight. The diagonal line represents a perfect match between the two datasets.

We take a more detailed look at the comparisons by computing statistics for all co-363

incidences. Table 1 shows the mean difference between the FPI and MIGHTI measure-364

ments (calculated as FPI − MIGHTI) as well as the standard deviation of this dif-365

ference for the comparison to UAO. The mean differences calculated for each MIGHTI366

instrument (MIGHTI-A: 10.71 m/s; MIGHTI-B: 2.77 m/s) are indicative of larger mag-367

nitudes measured by the FPIs within a reasonable range given the design requirements368

of the MIGHTI instrument for nighttime thermospheric measurements. Note that the369

average uncertainties of the FPI and MIGHTI nighttime observations used in this study370

are ∼15 and ∼5 m/s, respectively. Thus, the mean differences reported here are smaller371

than the combined uncertainties of these two measurements
(√

152 + 52
)

= 15.8 m/s.372

The Pearson correlation coefficient is also shown in the table, and indicates strong cor-373

relation between the two data sets.374
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Table 1: Statistics of the comparisons of nighttime thermospheric wind measured by the

ground-based FPI at Urbana, Illinois site and the satellite-based MIGHTI broken up by

MIGHTI line-of-sight.

n µFPI–MIGHTI σFPI–MIGHTI Pearson Correlation

Coefficient

MIGHTI-A 31 10.71 m/s 35.49 m/s 0.88

MIGHTI-B 26 2.77 m/s 26.23 m/s 0.88

Figure 5 and Table 2 present similar information for comparisons between MIGHTI375

and MOR. For this site, 26 (27) comparisons are available for MIGHTI-A (MIGHTI-B)376

over the time frame of this study. The mean difference between the FPI and MIGHTI377

measurements are small (MIGHTI-A: 2.62 m/s; MIGHTI-B: 8.42 m/s) and the corre-378

lation between the two data sets is strong. This is in general agreement with the com-379

parisons seen above between MIGHTI and UAO.380

(a) (b)

Figure 5: Same as Figure 4, but for the FPI at Morocco.
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Table 2: Same as Table 1, but for the FPI at Morocco.

n µFPI–MIGHTI σFPI–MIGHTI Pearson Correlation

Coefficient

MIGHTI-A 26 2.62 m/s 33.06 m/s 0.85

MIGHTI-B 27 8.42 m/s 19.83 m/s 0.89

3.2 Level 2.2 Data Comparison381

We also compare the thermospheric winds provided in the cardinal coordinate frame382

(zonal and meridional components) from the level 2.2 MIGHTI data product and the383

ground-based FPIs. Figure 6 shows the comparison of the entire data set recorded at the384

two FPI observation locations and MIGHTI observation data. Only data points that are385

deemed coincident based on the criteria given in Section 2.3 are compared. Again, the386

diagonal line indicates perfect agreement between the two measurements and the error387

bars represent the uncertainty of the measurements.388

Table 3 gives the statistics of the difference between the FPI and MIGHTI mea-389

surements displayed in Figure 6. 56 (71) coincidences are found with UAO (MOR). Sim-390

ilar to what was seen for comparison to the level 2.1 data product, the mean difference391

between the FPI and MIGHTI observations is small: 7.29 m/s for UAO and 3.64 m/s392

for MOR. The standard deviations of the differences are also quite reasonable, 26.18 m/s393

for UAO and 34.48 m/s for MOR. Strong correlation is also seen between MIGHTI mea-394

surements and the ground-based instruments. The (blue) zonal and (red) meridional com-395

ponents of the winds are shown in Figure 6, however, no significant differences in the statis-396

tics were found when considering the individual components (not shown).397
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(a) (b)

Figure 6: Relationship between wind measured by ground-based FPI at field locations

at (a) Urbana, IL and (b) Morocco and wind measured by MIGHTI. Individual measure-

ments are color-coded by (blue) zonal and (red) meridional directions.

Table 3: Statistics of the comparisons of nighttime thermospheric wind measured by

ground-based FPIs and satellite-based MIGHTI level 2.2 data.

n µFPI–MIGHTI σFPI–MIGHTI Pearson Correlation

Coefficient

UAO 56 7.29 m/s 26.18 m/s 0.92

MOR 71 3.64 m/s 34.48 m/s 0.81

4 Discussion and Conclusions398

The analysis presented in this paper was performed to validate the current method-399

ology used to generate measurements of nighttime thermospheric winds observed by the400

Michelson Interferometer for Global High-resolution Thermospheric Imaging (MIGHTI),401

with a primary focus on the zero-wind reference used by MIGHTI. However, zero-wind402

determination is necessary for the ground-based FPIs, as well. The methodology for de-403
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termining this zero wind for the UAO and MOR instruments is described in Makela et404

al. (2011). This technique could result in an imperfect removal of the unknown zero wind.405

However, given that the results presented in this paper show very good agreement be-406

tween the ground-based FPIs and MIGHTI, we are confident that the independent zero-407

wind removal processes used for MIGHTI-A, MIGHTI-B, UAO, and MOR are valid to408

within several m/s. If an incorrect zero wind were removed, we would expect the mean409

differences between the MIGHTI and FPIs to show significant bias, which they do not.410

As mentioned above, in all of the comparisons presented here, we see the datasets411

show strong correlation (r > 0.80) with small mean differences (µ < 10 m/s). We as-412

sert that this gives confidence in both measurements and acts as a validation of the MIGHTI413

red-line thermospheric wind measurements during nighttime. Still, the variance in these414

differences (σ > 20 m/s) is larger than the combined uncertainties from the individ-415

ual measurements. This suggests that there is a source of variance above what can be416

attributed solely to the instruments. The most likely sources of these discrepancies are417

the differing viewing geometries and geophysical variability.418

Gradients in volume emission rate and wind along the lines of sight can lead to er-419

rors in the estimated wind, as shown through the modeling of Harding, Makela, Englert,420

et al. (2017) for the MIGHTI geometry. This has been further investigated by Wu et al.421

(2020), who found that errors on the order of 10 m/s can be attributed to this sort of422

consideration within 30◦ of the terminator. Although we have removed coincidences in-423

volving MIGHTI measurements made near the terminator for this study, the work of Harding,424

Makela, Englert, et al. (2017) and Wu et al. (2020) provide evidence that observing ge-425

ometry considerations must also be taken into account when cross-validating these types426

of measurements.427

Gault et al. (1996) presented a similar comparison between ground-based FPI mea-428

surements made from the Peach Mountain Observatory, Michigan, USA (geographic co-429

ordinates: 42.4◦ N, 83.9◦ W) and a station at Mount John, New Zealand (geographic430

coordinates: 44.0◦ S, 170.5◦ E) with the Wind Imaging Interferometer (WINDII) which431

flew on NASA’s Upper Atmospheric Research Satellite (UARS) from 1991 until 1997.432

This was a solar maximum period, whereas the MIGHTI measurements to date have been433

made during a deep solar minimum. The two sites used in the Gault et al. (1996) study434

are equivalent in latitude to the UAO site used in the current study. Their comparison435
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was made using green-line observations, which originates from an altitude around 97 km436

at night, in contrast to the MIGHTI red-line observations used here, which originates437

from an altitude around 250 km at night. Although the altitude range for the compar-438

isons is different, similar viewing geometries are used in both studies and it is instruc-439

tive to compare results to understand potential geometry-based effects in our analysis.440

The Gault et al. (1996) analysis was most similar to our comparison to the MIGHTI441

level 2.1 data, with the ground-based observations rotated into the observing frame of442

the satellite measurements and the satellite measurements presented as integrated quan-443

tities weighted by the volume emission rate. A slightly more relaxed spatial coincidence444

was utilized (a 1000-km distance threshold compared to the 500-km threshold used here).445

Results of the WINDII-FPI comparison are summarized in Table 5 of Gault et al.446

(1996). In short, they found mean differences between the instruments that were less than447

10 m/s in magnitude and had standard deviations between 20-30 m/s. These are quite448

consistent with what we find for the MIGHTI-FPI comparisons presented here in Ta-449

bles 1 and 2. The comparable nature of the standard deviations indicate that the com-450

bination of differing viewing geometries and natural variation of quantities along view-451

ing directions limits these sorts of cross validations. Nevertheless, they also provide in-452

formation about instrumental uncertainties that can inform future studies that include453

ground- and spaced-based data sets.454

It is interesting to note, however, that in the case of the WINDII-FPI comparisons,455

Gault et al. (1996) found a consistent offset between the two satellite fields-of-view (their456

∆FOV 1 and ∆FOV 2; similar in nature to our MIGHTI-A and MIGHTI-B), which might457

suggest an offset between the different fields-of-view. In the case of MIGHTI, we do not458

find this to be the case. In the comparison to UAO, the offset between MIGHTI-A and459

MIGHTI-B is 10.71 − 2.77 = 7.94 m/s whereas using the MOR comparisons, the off-460

set is 2.62 − 8.42 = −5.80 m/s. Thus, we conclude that there is no consistent offset461

between the two MIGHTI instruments and that these differences are more likely attributable462

to the different viewing geometries over the two sites and gradients in the airglow and463

thermospheric wind fields due to the differing geophysical characteristics in these regions464

(i.e., MOR is a low-latitude site closer to the equatorial anomalies whereas UAO is a mid-465

latitude site). As additional data are collected by MIGHTI over varying seasonal and466

solar cycle conditions, we will be able to more fully investigate these effects.467
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As additional measurements are collected by MIGHTI over the duration of the ICON468

mission, additional opportunities for a more detailed and comprehensive study of the ther-469

mospheric winds and their connection to lower-atmospheric variability will be conducted.470

What we have shown here is that the MIGHTI measurements and those made by two471

ground-based FPIs are consistent with one another, and so MIGHTI nighttime thermo-472

spheric wind measurements can be used with confidence. Additional work is currently473

underway to compare the lower-thermospheric wind observations made by meteor radars474

made using the green-line emission also measured by MIGHTI.475
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